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Summary 

Public movements are extremely powerful in driving policy changes. Yet a major challenge to 

motivating and engaging the public at large in support of policy change is awareness of the 

issues and their urgency. To improve environmental protection for the oceans, Talking Oceans 

Foundation founded Colombia’s first ocean film festival, Festival CineMar, in December 2014. 

Launched in the Colombian capital, Bogota, hosted by the Maloka Museum of Science, the 

events ran over three days. The festival attracted the attention of national press, reached 

thousands of Colombians with messages, images and videos of the oceans, and directly 

engaged 400 members of the public of all ages in screenings, events and discussions. In 

addition to the film screenings, 25 children attended a sharks workshop, and through coffee 

with a marine scientist and the marine science stall at the Maloka Science Fair, we interacted 

with a further 120 members of the public. Through monitoring and feedback from attendees 

and participants, we found that there is a great interest in the oceans and their life, and 

enthusiasm for this type of educational events, but the awareness and understanding of national 

and international threats to ocean health are low. A free film festival was a successful 

mechanism to raise awareness of urgent issues facing marine ecosystems, and more free and 

engaging events are a worthwhile investment to engender informed action from inland urban 

centres. 

Background and rationale  

Colombia is a mega-diverse country and the only one in South America to boast Pacific and 

Caribbean coastlines. On both coasts, many local communities live in poverty and rely directly 

on the ocean as their primary livelihood [1]. With one of the fastest growing economies in 

Latin America, seafood is becoming increasingly sought after in Colombia’s major cities, and 

top end restaurants specialising in global cuisines such as sushi are increasing in number. 

Marine focused awareness-raising campaigns directed at the general public are scarce 

compared to the publicity surrounding terrestrial issues in charismatic ecosystems such as the 

Amazon or Páramo highlands. As a result, there is very limited awareness and appreciation of 

key issues affecting the marine environment, and hence very little political will in inland cities 

to push marine protection in government.  

Bogotá, the thriving capital city of Colombia, is located in the middle of the country with 8 

million inhabitants, and is the financial and commercial hub of the country. The city has also 

proven to be an important cultural centre in Latin America, as music, film and theatre festivals 



are increasingly being launched and celebrated throughout the year. Film festivals focusing on 

the environment are slowly starting to emerge (the first established in 2012), as Colombians 

increasingly recognize the importance of preserving their natural heritage. Film festivals have 

been shown to be effective at raising awareness on a large scale, as mixing creative arts with 

essential information actively engages big audiences, resulting in a powerful tool to transmit a 

conservation messaging [2,3].  

This project aimed to establish a long-term ocean conservation awareness program in 

Colombia, with its primary initiative being a free annual film festival called Festival CineMar. 

The festival was aimed at increasing people’s understanding of the ocean as an ecosystem, and 

the creatures that inhabit them, but most crucially about generating a collective political will 

to protect the environment by engendering a passion for the oceans (even in the land locked 

capital). Festival CineMar encompassed a series of screenings and workshops reaching out to 

adults and children about pressing marine issues, but also about the beauty and diversity of the 

ocean to a wide and diverse urban audience, who would not ordinarily have access to this type 

of event. Festival CineMar was targeted as an opportunity to build establish a community, to 

learn and share ideas, and to promote conservation and environmental protection.  

Objectives:  

 Establish the first ocean festival in Colombia, setting a precedent for its annual 

celebration. 

 Instigate a learning atmosphere during the festival and promote public ocean awareness 

by creating a space for interesting discussion between ocean experts and the public, in 

the form of public forums after each screening. 

 Extend the reach and impact of the festival through parallel ocean awareness events 

such as interactive workshops with children, closer discussions with adults (“Coffee 

with Scientists”), and smaller screenings, seminars and outreach in local schools.  

 Measure the effectiveness of the festival as a tool for ocean conservation awareness by 

undertaking surveys with participants at the end of each screening and workshop.  

Methods and activities conducted  

The first activities of Festival Cinemar were the establishment of the website, and the invitation 

of participants interested in submitting films to view. In addition, a facebook page 

(www.facebook.com/festivalcinemar) was created, and a designer was contracted to produce a 

logo and graphics for promotion of the festival.  

 

Figure 1. A promotional banner designed for the Festival Cinemar. 

Planning, promotion and partnerships 

http://www.facebook.com/festivalcinemar


Initially, a film festival financial prize was considered as a way to attract high quality 

documentary films to Festival CineMar, but the limited budget for the project and our 

objectives focused on fostering discussion and engagement from the public inevitably led to a 

process of selecting and inviting specific films, which were of relevance to ocean issues in 

Colombia.  

The venue for the festival was chosen to be the Maloka Museum of Science due to their aligned 

objectives for public education and outreach in science. In June 2014, we met with the Museum 

and following their agreement to partner with us to host the festival for free, we began planning 

activities and communication together.  

Promotion campaign of Festival CineMar was broadly split between imagery targeted at 

children and adults. For example, for 10 years and under, an animated form of poster was 

designed, and for adults posters depicting majestics creatures of the oceans (Figure 3). A 

promotional video for the Festival CineMar was produced from personal footage, and that 

kindly sponsored by Gaviero Films and the Save our Seas Foundation. The video can be viewed 

here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KliePqK91aQ   

 

Figure 2. Examples of different promotional posters produced for Festival CineMar 

In November 2014, we ran a booth at the Maloka Museum of Science’s “Carnival of Science” 

Figure 3). Our booth was titled “What do you know about sharks?” and we tested the 

knowledge of around 250 adults and children with simple questions about shark biology and 

ecology, taught them about some current issues and initiatives in shark conservation, and gave 

them the chance to win prizes in our fair games. An account of the Carnival of Science with 

photos can be found here: https://saveourseas.com/update/festival-cinemar-building-a-love-of-

the-ocean-in-the-andean-cordillera/).  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KliePqK91aQ
https://saveourseas.com/update/festival-cinemar-building-a-love-of-the-ocean-in-the-andean-cordillera/
https://saveourseas.com/update/festival-cinemar-building-a-love-of-the-ocean-in-the-andean-cordillera/


 

Figure 3. The Talking Oceans booth at Maloka’s Carnival of Science, November 2014. 

Coffee with scientists was aimed at providing a time and space for students and young people 

to get up close and personal with ocean experts, to ask direct and probing questions about 

professional opportunities in the field of marine biology and conservation, and the current state 

of marine conservation in Colombia and Latin America. 

Festival CineMar was launched on December 3rd,2014, had a second days of films of the 4th 

December, and ran a children’s workshop on 6th December (Figure 5).  

Results  

Each screening during the first edition of Festival CineMar had around 100 participants of 

which around 40% were children. The children’s workshop had 50 attendees of which half 

were children, filling the venue we were allocated in Maloka.  

Outreach and impact 

Institutions supporting the festival represented many different sectors of Colombian society, 

including public institutions and civil society (National Natural Parks of Colombia; Institute of 

Biological Research Humboldt), NGOs (Marviva Foundation, World Wide Fund for Nature 

WWF Colombia); Private sector businesses (Ecoral; Seak.it); Education and development 

institutions (Maloka Museum of Science; USAID funded BIOREDD+ project; Universidad 

Nacional; Universidad de Antioquia; Universidad de Los Andes); and the press (CityTV; 

Semana Sostenible; El Espectador; Radionica). 

The festival was arranged, promoted and launched by Fundacion Talking Oceans, working in 

partnership with and funded by: Save Our Seas Foundation; Santander Bank; Duke University 

and Oak Foundation. 



 

 Figure 4. The final program of events of Festival CineMar 2014 



 

Figure 5. Children enjoying the workshops about sharks and mangroves 

The media was very useful to promoting the festival to a wider audience and it was effective 

to gain more participants from many different backgrounds. CineMar had several mentions on 

the webpages of newspapers, a space in the news on TV and a printed invitation in one of the 

most important newspapers of Colombia “El Espectador” 

(https://www.elespectador.com/ambiente/tiburones-en-colombia-tras-un-panorama-mejor-

article-531646/ ). Communication regarding the different events of Festival CineMar was also 

amplified by social media channels such as Twitter and Facebook, where the hashtag 

#CineMAR received many mentions in Colombia and internationally.  

The following outlets promoted Festival CineMar on their websites: MarViva Foundation, 

Agenda del Mar, Verde news, Save Our Seas Foundation, Semana Sostenible, El Espectador, 

Minute 30, Guía de Ocio, Colombia Noticias, BIOREDD+/USAID y Parques Nacionales 

Naturales de Colombia (https://www.parquesnacionales.gov.co/portal/es/cinemar/).   

Social media 

Social media was used to engage our existing community through Fundacion Talking Oceans 

& Festival CineMar websites, Facebook pages and Twitter, and to enhance the reach and 

promotion of Festival CineMar to greater numbers of people at different levels of society in 

Colombia. Direct engagement with the festival and related posts and articles increased by 

~300% during the festival, and >120 new Colombian members joined our community and 

network during the 4 days of the festival. In total through organic and paid promotion of the 

festival, 100,314 people were reached with ocean related pictures, information and event 

invitations. 

One key insight of social media was that interest in Festival CineMar as an event, and in our 

posts following the event continued to grow, and that public engagement continued to increase 

in the week after the event, indicating a residual interest and the desire for more information 

and engagement in the initiative.  

https://www.elespectador.com/ambiente/tiburones-en-colombia-tras-un-panorama-mejor-article-531646/
https://www.elespectador.com/ambiente/tiburones-en-colombia-tras-un-panorama-mejor-article-531646/
https://www.parquesnacionales.gov.co/portal/es/cinemar/


Discussion  

Festival CineMar was launched successfully as the first ocean festival of Colombia and had a 

significant effect on the public of Bogotá, bringing new insight about the beauty of the oceans 

and the threats facing them. In addition, we provided an important forum from which a number 

of our collaborating institutions and NGOs could meet and project their own initiatives to the 

public on various environmental topics.  

Bringing the ocean to the city using beautiful imagery and powerful messages, we aimed to 

raise awareness and engender passion and a conservation ethic amongst an urban public in 

Colombia’s capital, Bogota. The ambition of this project was not merely to launch the first 

ocean film festival in Colombia, but to engage diverse audiences through multiple media and 

build a community of interested people. Festival CineMar was a celebration of the sea, of our 

human connection with the marine realm, and a wake up call to the key threats currently facing 

the resources upon which many lives rely. We achieved this aim thanks to the participation of 

ocean experts, who as panellists during our events, discussed important issues with the public 

after each film and fielded many questions on diverse topics such as climate change, ocean 

pollution, sharks, marine policy to name a few. Given the variety of expertise exhibited by our 

panel, the discussion was rich and engaging. The participation of Mr Wilfrido Angulo as 

panellist during both days of CineMar was particularly important. Wilfrido is the community 

leader of the fishing cooperative of “Cajambre” in the Colombian Pacific, and he travelled to 

Bogotá to share stories of his life and livelihood on the ocean, as well as his perceptions of the 

issues threatening the sea and the people reliant upon it, from a grassroots standpoint that is 

rarely encountered in Colombia.  

In our other events, “Coffee with Scientists” and the children’s workshop, we were pleasantly 

surprised by the interest of the youth regarding the ocean, and the level of understanding 

already shown by many of the younger generations. These events were very dynamic and over- 

subscribed. It should also be stated that the lack of events of this kind that are free and open to 

the public are extremely limited. This serves as indication that awareness-raising events of this 

kind, clearly lacking in the city, are very much needed for the younger audiences that find the 

ocean fascinating, despite not having it close by. As a result, this first year of CineMar was 

very much the launch pad for future initiatives and an indicator for the potential for an annual 

event to succeed and grow rapidly in popularity.  

The impact of Festival Cinemar was inevitably limited by the ability of a small, nascent NGO, 

to generate sufficient publicity and attention about the festival to ensure people attended. Free 

admission events such as this are limited in Colombia, and even when distributing information 

leaflets on the street, the initial hesitation of passers-by was the perception that there must be 

a cost involved. In future episodes of Festival CineMar, or in the launching of similar events, 

it is advised that substantial time and budget be invested where available, in publicising the 

event ahead of time and running smaller events and gatherings leading up to the main event, to 

gradually build support in advance. 

Conclusions 

The achievements of Festival Cinemar were:  

 Establishing the first ocean festival in Colombia, gauging interest and reception, and 

setting a precedent for its future celebration. 



 Instigating a learning atmosphere during the festival and promote public ocean 

awareness by creating a space for an interesting discussion between ocean experts from 

diverse backgrounds and fields and the general public, in the form of public forums 

after each screening. 

 Extending the reach of the festival through parallel ocean awareness events such as 

interactive workshops with children, closer discussions with adults (“Coffee with 

Scientists”), and smaller screenings, seminars and outreach events in local schools. 

 Establishing a social media forum for a community of people interested and engaged 

in ocean protection and conservation issues  

The first celebration of Festival CineMar was a success and many people and institutions were 

interested in its second edition in 2015, already contributing ideas and partnerships to make it 

bigger and more diverse. We hope to establish Festival CineMar as an annual event of great 

importance in the environmental agenda of Colombia. Our ambition is to inspire Bogotanos to 

care about the ocean, and vote for environmental policies they had perhaps never considered 

important. Our long-term goals are to extend the reach of the festival by celebrating it in other 

main cities of Colombia and take a mini road show to host screenings in coastal communities 

of Colombia, utilising our existing partnerships and contacts in the country.  
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Appendix 1.  

The event program was as follows:  

Wednesday 26th November – CineMar Launch event  

Location: Apache Bar, Click Clack Hotel Bogotá. 6:30pm – 9pm. Admission free. Open to the 

public. 

Description: The main objective of the launch event was to introduce the festival to the press, 

government institutions, non-profits, and universities working in the ocean conservation and 

research sectors of Colombian society. We offered food typical from the Colombian Pacific 

such as fish and blood cockles sourced from sustainable provider involved in 

BIOREDD+USAID responsible fishing programmes. The film “La Ruta de la Piangua” (by 

BIOREDD+USAID) was shown. 

 

Wednesday 3rd December – Cineforum: “In your masks, set...go!”  

 

Location: Maloka Museum of Science, 3D Cinema. 6pm – 8pm. Admission free. Open to the 

public. 

Panellists: Juan Felipe Blanco Libreros PhD (University of Antioquia), Federico Botero 

(Ecoral conservation institution), Carmen Candelo (WWF Colombia), Wilfrido Angulo 

(Fishers group Leader).  

Description: This screening had the objective of showing the beauty of the ocean through short 

films that exhibited the splendour of different ecosystems and creatures that live under the sea. 

We also included a film showing the phase shift of an archipelago from coral reef to algae, in 

order to introduce the discussion of how we can protect the ocean. Films: Short films related 

to the diversity of life in our oceans: “Coral spawning” (by Ecoral), “Cartagena Bay” (by 

Ecoral), “Forest on the Edge” (by Dennis Zaidi), “Shark Dream” (by ABC4Films), “Bocas del 

Atrato” (by Ecoral).  

 

Thursday 4th December – Cineforum: Our footprints on the sea  

 

Location: Maloka 3D Cinema. 6pm – 8pm. Admission free. Open to all the public. 

Panellists: Juan Felipe Blanco Libreros PhD (University of Antioquia), Juan Manuel Diaz 

(Marviva Foundation), Carmen Candelo (WWF Colombia), Wilfrido Angulo (Fishermen 

Leader). Description: This screening focused on the livelihoods of coastal communities 

interacting with marine ecosystems. Subjects to discuss were overexploitation, pollution, 

climate change, and ocean acidification. After each film, a short discussion forum invited 

questions from the audience to the panel related to the films. We included films showing us 

how does this affect our lives, and what can we do about it.  

Films: Short films showing the issues that marine ecosystems face today: “A Paradise Called 

Pacific” (by BIOREDD+USAID), “Fishing in Buenaventura” (by BIOREDD+USAID),“It’s a 

Plastic World” (Andreas Tanner), “The Impacts of Marine Pollution” (by Colombian Ocean 

Commission), “The Mother of the Mangroves” (by MarViva Foundation).  

 

Thursday 4th December – Coffee with Scientists: “Between passion & profession: A life 

studying the sea” 

Location: Maloka, Classroom. 5-6 pm. Admission free. Open to all the public.  

Panel of scientists:  

 Juan Felipe Blanco Libreros PhD (University of Antioquia), 



 Prof. Juan Manuel Diaz (Marviva Foundation) 

 Carmen Candelo (WWF Colombia) 

 Fernando Cagua (KAUST University & University of Christchurch, New Zealand). 

Description: 

 

Saturday 6th December – Kids workshop: “My childhood in the ocean: Life history of a shark” 

 

Location: Maloka Museum of Science. 3pm – 5pm. Admission free. Most suitable for children 

between 5 – 12 years with their parents/guardian.  

Description: Various educational and interactive activities were used to introduce children to 

the world of sharks and mangroves, including movies, pictures, and games. The objective of 

the workshop was to raise awareness and understanding of the important function of sharks 

and mangroves in marine ecosystems. Themes included showing the characteristics and 

interesting facts about sharks and mangroves, their importance to ocean health, and ways we 

can protect them.  

Films: “Forest on the Edge” (by Dennis Zaidi), “Shark Dream” (by ABC4Films), “Meet 

Wilson” (by Lesely Rochat). 

 

Facilitators: 

1. Alex Tilley PhD: Doctor in Marine Biology from the Bangor University, UK. Research 

fellow with the Smithsonian Institution for the Spatial Ecology of Marine Protected Areas 

Program. Director of Fundación Talking Oceans. Professional diver.  

2. Juliana López Angarita, MSc: Doctoral candidate in Marine Ecology from the University of 

York. Biologist from the Universidad de los Andes. Founding Director of Fundación Talking 

Oceans. 

Annex 2: Photos of the event 

 

Image1. CineMar welcome screening featuring ocean experts 



 

Image 2. Festival CineMar screening in Maloka Museum of Science 

 

 

 

Image 3. Organizers of Festival CineMar and Panellists. From left to right: Carmen Candelo Reina (WWF Cali), 

Juan F. Blanco (Universidad del Valle), Juliana Lopez Angarita (Fundacion Talking Oceans), Juan Manuel Diaz 

(Fundación Marviva), Alex Tilley (Fundacion Talking Oceans), Wilfredo Vargas (Choco Fisher). 


